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C   NNECT
BUILD is the �rst ever Public Private Dialogue (PPD) platform working to promote
the private sector development through policy reforms & reengineering, research and advocacy.
BUILD intends to lift up the business & invesment climate of Bangladesh.

Commerce Minister is with BUILD delegation

New Import Policy
Hopes for
Better Business

Business Initiative Leading Development (BUILD) delegation led by its 
Chairman Asif Ibrahim met the Hon’ble Commerce Minister Tofail Ahmed 
(M.P).The need for growth of trade and investment despite political unrest 
was highlighted at the meeting at the Secretariat on 28th January 2015.

The discussion started with a brief introduction of BUILD by the Chairman 
who later facilitated the entire meeting. He informed the milestones of 
reforms achieved through the reform to the Minister on policy research of 
BUILD and those passed through the Private Sector Development Policy 
Coordination Committee (PSDPCC). As well as, President Hossain Khaled, 
Secretary General A H M Rezaul Kabir. ndc of Dhaka Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry (founding partner of BUILD) was present. The 
president drew attention of the Hon’ble Minister to the current political 
problem and loss incurred due to the continuous unrest calculated by DCCI 
on different sectors. 

The activities of BUILD and its role in unlocking barriers in business in the 
private sector were focused in the meeting. The CEO of BUILD, Ferdaus Ara 
Begum sought assistance from the Ministry in launching the 3rd Business 
Confidence Survey (BCS) result of BUILD. The Hon’ble Minister appraised 
the team of BUILD and later drew attention of the Senior Secretary of the 
Ministry Hedayetullah Al Mamoon who suggested BUILD to discuss a 
collaboration between the Ministry of Commerce and BUILD for supporting 
each other for private sector development. The meeting set out a decision for 
signing an MOU between  BUILD and Business Promotion Council (BPC) 
chaired by Sr. Secretary, MOC. 

Commerce Minister Appraises
BUILD Achievements

BUILD prepared a set of proposals based on its already completed studies 
and submitted to the Ministry of Commerce for approval and incorporating in 
the upcoming Import Policy 2015-18. It proposed that renewal of IRC should 
be performed by the Nominated Banks (NBs) as per import policy to make it 
instant and simpler for the business entrepreneurs after paying required 
renewal fees; ERC renewal should also be performed by the NBs; imported 
raw material utilization requirements for industrial entrepreneurs for 
qualifying for getting a regular Industrial IRC should be reduced from the 
existing level of 70% to at least 50%. 

According to the Import Policy, Section 8 (15), import against indent and 
pro-forma Invoice has been allowed,  but unfortunately there is no clear 
definition or any other criteria for import under Pro-forma invoice. Import under 
indents and proforma invoice is now almost 20:80. In order to bring transparency 
and record keeping properly, revision of the policy would be helpful. 

In order to safeguard the legitimate interest of the nation, products excluded 
in the  BSTI mandatory or compulsory  list of certification category should be 
included in the Import Policy Order so that while importing,  port authorities 
can  be made  vigilant  in addressing the quality of these products. Some food 
products produced locally and under the mandatory list of certifications from 
BSTI should also be included in the coming Import Policy. 

In Bangladesh more than 600 supermarkets are in operation and the number 
is increasing. Super market has been recognized as a service industry, but 
they are not getting all benefits extended to industries. So, it is essential to 
take supermarkets into account for improving the sector. 

Another issue is the absence of value addition criterion for qualifying for EDF 
for products other than RMG.  In the Import Policy it is stated that, “Unless 
otherwise specified in the order regarding other exportable goods, the rate of 
local value addition for other export items and establishment of back-to-back 
L/C for import of raw and packing materials of those items against net F.O.B. 
value of export L.C. shall be up-to the maximum percentage notified by 
Export Promotion Bureau”. Value addition is one of the criteria needed to be 
fulfilled to avail EDF and until value addition is fixed, the definition of low 
value addition included in the Foreign Exchange Guidelines can be 
maintained for products other than RMG.     

Ferdaus Ara Begum
CEO, BUILD

Message from Mahbubul Alam, CCCI President
“I feel honoured and highly glad to be associated with  BUILD-a forward looking Public Private Dialogue (PPD) 
Platform aimed to contribute  to the cause of private sector to attain its targeted  goal. This platform was initiated in 
co-operation with the three leading Chambers, such as  DCCI, CCCI and MCCI with an united and coordinated effort 
for stepping up with research, dialogue and advocacy for the private sector development. As the  President of CCCI, 
I myself alongwith the Sr. Vice President Nurun Newaz Salim, Vice President Syed Jamal Ahmed and Members of 
the Board of Director wish all success of BUILD in addressing  the regulatory constraints  and barriers  that obstruct 
the private sector growth in Bangladesh. I believe, BUILD will march ahead towards achieving its objectives and thus 
fulfil the aspirations of business community.”
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BUILD had a meeting with Md. Abul Basar, DGM, SMESPD, BB and Shahnaz 
Begum, DD, BB on 23rd February, 2015 regarding the issue of refinancing for 
women entrepreneurs. The discussion areas included total amount of fund, 
disbursement and recovery of loan, definition of women entrepreneurs, etc. 
BUILD is preparing a reform policy paper of financing constraints of SME 
Women entrepreneurs and plans to sought inputs from Bangladesh Bank. 
Mimma Tabassum and Shahriar Rawshon, Research Associates of BUILD 
were present to interact with the Bangladesh Bank officials. 

Tofail Ahmed,M.P, Honorable Commerce Minister and Asif Ibrahim, Chairman, BUILD 
including delegates from various organizations

Proposed Amendment for
Companies Act

JETRO Bangladesh  Representative Kei Kawano with BUILD CEO Ferdaus Ara Begum along with 
the delegation discuss JETRO Survey “Japanese-Affiliated Firms in Asia and Oceania” at BUILD. 

Meeting with Bangladesh Bank
on Woman Entrepreneur Development

Bhola  Rich in Infrastructures and Resources:
A  Place for Investment

Tofail Ahmed, Hon’ble Commerce Minister, GoB speaks at the workshop

Workshop on "Light Engineering and Automobile Industrial Town” was held on 
31st January 2015 at the Zila Shilphakala Academy Auditorium in Bhola jointly 
organised by district administration and Board of Investment (BOI) of 
Bangladesh. A three member delegation of BUILD led by its Chairman, Asif 
Ibrahim participated at the workshop. Tofail Ahamed MP, Hon'ble Minister, 
Ministry of Commerce was the Chief Guest and the Hon'ble Executive 
Chairman Dr. S A Samad was the chair. Hon’ble Deputy Minister at Ministry of 
Environment and Forests,  Abdullah AL Islam Jakob was also present. 

Executive Member of BOI Nabhash Chandra Mandal, Additional Secretary of 
Ministry of Energy and Mineral resources Nasim Uddin; Joint Secretary and 
Director Tauhidur Rahman Khan (BOI-PMO); FBCCI President Kazi Akram 
Uddin Ahmed, Vice President Helal Uddin and Monoara Hakim Ali were also 
present at the workshop and delivered speeches. 

BGMEA President Atiqul Islam and Daily Samakal Editor Golam Sarowar 
also spoke on the occasion. The discussants focused on potential and 
resources of Bhola including one trillion CFT Natural Gas, ample power 
supply and plenty of khash land available for industrialization at Bhola. 
BUILD prepared a report on the programme for follow-up of the activities of 
the workshop and shared it with BOI.

A roundtable discussion titled ‘Enabling Business Environment in 

Bangladesh through the Companies Act’ organised by Bangladesh 

Enterprise Institution(BEI) chaired by BEI President Farooq Sobhan and in 

cooperation with Ministry of Commerce and IFC was held at the city’s 

Westin Hotel that mainly aimed to discuss the proposed final changes on 

the final  Draft Companies Act 2013, suggesting improvements to adopt the 

changes to make the Act more private sector friendly. 

The chief guest, Hon’ble Commerce Minister Tofail Ahmed, M.P focused on 

amending the Companies Act-1994 and agreed to place it before the 

cabinet soon with a view to making the law more business friendly. 

Delegates from various organizations also presented their opinions on the 

draft Act at the program.

BUILD Chairman Asif Ibrahim and lawyer Tanjib-ul-Alam presented two 

keynote papers at the discussion. The chairman mentioned that Companies 

Act should be planned keeping an eye on the changing business scenario 

of Bangladesh and allowing adequate flexibility so that the Act can 

accommodate future changes in the country. 

Dr. Masrur Reaz, Program Manager, IFC-BICF spoke as panelist.

BUILD Scope
Restructuring Loan Policy of Bangladesh Bank

Sectoral FDI Barriers

Currently BUILD is working for identifying some regulatory issues and hidden 
barriers  in 84 identified sectors included as High priority, Priority, Service and 
Controlled list under Industrial Policy 2010 and draft Industrial policy 2015. 
The sectors involve all types of businesses. Under the study, foreign and local 
investors are being interviewed to gather inputs from them across all sectors 
through a prescribed format developed jointly by BUILD and JETRO. The 
Sectoral Information for  Preparing a FDI policy would help potential investors 
and help them in making investment decisions in Bangladesh.

The circular (No.04) of Bangladesh Bank dated January 29, 2015 entitled 
"Large Loan Restructuring" benefits only the borrowers having BDT 500 
crore loan or above in aggregate but not the SMEs. BUILD intends to work 
on the loan restructuring policy of Bangladesh Bank so that SMEs are not 
discriminated and enjoy the loan structuring benefit in order to better 
contribute to the economy.
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Meeting at SMEF on the Draft Industrial Policy 2015

VAT Exempted Limit Extended

List of Registered Factory Names now on DIFE Website

JETRO Survey
Bangladesh a Top Choice for Japanese Investors

BUILD submitted budget proposals on VAT, Income Tax and Customs to 
NBR.  Among the given proposals Turnover TAX, Local procurement and 
simplification of drawback system are very important considering the 
economic impact. Proposals made by BUILD for the turnover tax module 
can ensure that Eligible SMEs and Cottage Industries are able to avail 
Turnover Tax benefits.   FBCCI submitted some proposals to NBR which 
were validated by their standing committee. One of the proposals was that 
VAT exempted limit should be increased 24 lacs to 36 lacs which BUILD 
endorsed and included in its budget proposals for the year 2015-16. 
Government has in principle accepted the proposal which  will be 
announced in the coming budget.

Launching 3rd Business Confidence Survey
The launching of survey opened with a training session on 5th February 
2015 at ADSL office. The training was jointly supported by BUILD, 
International Finance Corporation and ADSL. Than Saw Way, Consultant, 
IFC and Moshaddek Alam, Communication and Advocacy Associate, 
BUILD were present at the training program. The 3rd Business Confidence 
Survey involves interviews of 400 business entrepreneurs in Dhaka and 
Chittagong. The specialty of this survey is to know the pulse of the 
business. The result of the survey will be posted on the BUILD website as 
was the case in the first and second Business Confidence Survey.

SME Foundation organized a discussion session on the draft Industrial policy 
to gather policy inputs from different stakeholders so that a set of 
recommendations can be sent to the Ministry. BUILD officials were also 
present in the meeting.  

The discussion talked about simplifying the definition of industry. Some sectors 
including Agro, Plastic, Garment accessories and local fashion were suggested 
to be included as the thrust sectors in the proposed Industrial Policy 2015.

To make entrepreneurs capable and be innovative there is a need to 
establish links between universities and industries so that entrepreneurs can 
be benefited from research initiated by the universities.

Stakeholders recommended a definition of  corporate gift, single digit interest 
for loans and 30% cash incentive for  agro sector. 

CPD suggested sector-based recommendations, steps for skill development 
in the supply chain management and mentioning the financing source in the 
proposed policy.

The speakers also recommended formulating a venture capital policy, skilled 
manpower at the mid level management, government policy support 
including cash incentive and tax rebate to encourage new entrepreneurs.

BUILD’s  Budget Proposals  Highlighted Tax Policy
Simplification Measures 

BUILD submitted 50 budget proposals (Income tax-16; VAT-17; Customs-17) to 
National Board of Revenue for the year 2015-16  in February 2015. It 
emphasized on tax policies to support manufacturing sector of the country 
through process simplification and automation which would help to flourish 
economy by attracting investment and creating opportunities for employment. In 
the Income tax related  issues, BUILD proposed some important issues like 
rationalization of Corporate Income Tax, Personal Income tax ceiling, Advanced 
Income Tax and Appeal notice for income tax audit, etc.

Some provisions of Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR), Duty Drawback, 
Deemed export and Customs Act 1969  were also proposed. Under Value Added 
Tax (VAT), some important aspects such as Turnover Tax, Tax Policy for 
Engineering Procurement and Construction (EPC), Change in tax regime in case 
of DEDO have been suggested to be included.

Submitted proposals are collected from different studies conducted by BUILD 
and validated by BUILD working committees and Private Sector Development 
Policy Co-ordination Committee (PSDPCC).

Most Japanese firms operating in Asia and Oceania choose Bangladesh 
as the second best investment destination after India due to lower 
production costs here, according to a survey by Japan External Trade 
Organisation (JETRO). BUILD contributed to summarizing the Survey 
“Japanese-Affiliated Firms in Asia and Oceania”.

www.buildbd.org 
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BUILD has conducted a research to simplify Factory Plan Approval 

procedure for the Department  of Inspection for Factories and 

Establishments (DIFE) and presented in the 3rd Private Sector 

Development Policy Coordination Committee (PSDPCC) meeting. BUILD 

proposed for the expansion of this Department, graduation to a Directorate 

and the virtual platform  establishment to accomplish tasks in a convenient 

way. DIFE has been graduated to a Directorate and it has recently 

established a website (www.dife.gov.bd) to provide stakeholders with  

important information about acts, rules, inspection procedure, sectoral 

information of industries, contact information and current activities.
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This sector is mainly represented by Specialized 
Financial Institutions like House Building Finance 
Corporation (HBFC), Palli Karma Sahayak 
Foundation (PKSF), Samabay Bank, Grameen 
Bank, etc., Non Governmental Organizations 
(NGOs) and discrete government programs.  The 
informal sector includes private intermediaries 
which are completely unregulated and 
unregistered in most of the cases.

Refinancing is one of the important supports 
extended by the Banks for financing SMEs.

Refinancing Scheme for Small Enterprise sector is 
allowed as per a 2004 circular of the Bangladesh 
Bank which was extended in 2007 to allow women 
entrepreneurs to get loans at bank rate plus 5%. 
These types of financing are enterprise driven, 
objective of which is to support entrepreneurs so 
that BB can suggest a fixed rates to the disbursing 
banks. Besides this, there is funding from JICA and 
ADB for supporting SMEs, interest rate of which has 
been determined at the market rate and distributed 
through different banks. These financings are 
mostly Bank driven as they can fix the interest rates 
based on the demand and supply of the markets.

In the year 2010 another circular from BB was issued 
for refinancing the agro-sector especially which were 
established in the rural areas;a new refinancing 
scheme has been issued in the year 2014 for 
supporting new entrepreneurs. The latest refinancing 
circular has been issued in the name of Islamic 
refinancing scheme in October 2014 for funding SMEs.

Beyond these refinancing schemes, banks are free 
to set their interest rates within the band circulated 
by the Bangladesh Bank from time to time; the 
highest band remains within 15-16%.

There are different opinions and analyses among 
entrepreneurs regarding getting financing from 
banks where there is a usual claim that SMEs are 
the worst sufferers for getting funding from the 
Banks. It is argued that Banks charge higher 
interest rate to cover the risk of collateral-free 
investment.

Banks should be encouraged to invest in the risky 
ventures with soft terms and conditions. 
Compulsory limit of banks to invest in the 
vulnerable sectors should be maintained strictly. 
Along with other definition, there could be a 
definition of venture capital firms in the upcoming 
Industrial Policy 2015 in order for creating a statute 
for VC firms. Venture Capital Regulations in line 
with the Securities Exchange Board of India(SEBI) 
can be framed so that already established VC firms 
can get a directive to move further. Small Exchange 
in line with Koreas KOSDAQ and similar other 
Asian countries can be an example for Bangladesh. 
In the mean time OTC market used as an SME 
Exchange can also be planned.  Factoring is 
working in the country at a domestic level and,  
there is a need for preparing a Factoring Policy. 

Similar to India, where most Cooperative Banks  
are operating in the rural areas, Bangladesh should 
also think how to enhance financing facilities in the 
rural areas where Bank branches are limited. 
Refinancing facilities in different new subsectors 
and non-traditional sectors should be increased. In 
addition,terms and conditions of refinancing 
facilities supported by different donor organizations 
should be examined carefully before approving 
these type of schemes to make it workable for 
SMEs.

Ferdaus Ara Begum
CEO, BUILD

SMEs Account for over 95% of enterprises  
60%-70% of employment, it encourages 
inter-sectoral linkages, increase exports and 
develop entrepreneurial skills. It also helps reduce 
regional imbalances and reshape industrial sector 
performance. The number of Micro and SMEs is 
currently 7 million (Source: INSPIRED). 
 

IMF indicated more than 99% of private sector 
industrial establishments  in Bangladesh are SMEs 
that created 70%-80% of the jobs in the 
non-agricultural labour sector.

SMEs also play a vital role in the OECD countries 
through exports. The share of SMEs production 
value added to GDP ranges between 28% and 30%. 

As globalization and ecological change reduces the 
importance of economies of scale in many activities, 
the potential contribution of smaller firms is enhanced. 
But SMEs need to know how to enter into the global 
value chain in order to sustain and be competitive.

The formal sector for SME financing  includes all 
regulated institutions like Banks, Non-Bank 
Financial Institutions (FIs), Insurance Companies, 
Capital Market Intermediaries like Brokerage 
Houses, Merchant Banks,  Micro Finance 
Institutions (MFIs), etc.

The semi formal sectors do not fall under the 
jurisdiction of Central Bank, some of these 
are,Insurance Authority, Securities and Exchange 
Commission or any other enacted financial regulators.

Article:
Alternative Financing for SMEs

BUILD CONNECT is sponsored by

Sponsors Partners

Business Initiative Leading Development (BUILD)
DCCI Building (9th Floor), 65-66 Motijheel C/A, Dhaka -1000, Bangladesh.
Phone: 9569961, 9561388, e-mail: info@buildbd.org, Website: www.buildbd.org

 

Right information at the rightest moment is a must for sustainable business. BUILD prioritized the access to information and took 
the challenge to ease business for the first time in Bangladesh. The Business Start-up Licenses- A Regulatory Guide (3rd edition), 
a gist of  about 200 Business Licenses along with renewal  was lunched by  the Hon'ble Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina, MP in 
September 2014  at the Investors' Forum organized by the Board of Investment.  BUILD has also  published two sectoral Business 
Start-up licensing guide books: Fish and Fisheries Business Start-up Licenses: A Regulatory Guide and Pharmaceuticals 
Business Start-up Licenses: A Regulatory Guide   which provide a one stop service for all new and veteran entrepreneurs who are 
looking for  Registration/License/ Permission/ Approval or Certificate for their respective businesses. 

What are inside:

o   Getting Start-up License and Renewal

o   Receiving Utility Permits

o   Fees and Permissions

o   Step by Step Process Flow

o   Reference to Regulations

o   Detail Information of Issuing Agencies etc.
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